**N 20’ Reefer Container**

**FIRST TIME IN N-SCALE**

**CMA CGM**

ATH17728  N RTR 20' Reefer Container, CGMU (3)

**Tropical**

ATH17729  N RTR 20' Reefer Container, TTRU (3)

**Ocean Network Express**

ATH17730  N RTR 20' Reefer Container, SZLU (3)

**CGM**

ATH17731  N RTR 20' Reefer Container, AMCU (3)

**Beacon**

ATH17732  N RTR 20' Reefer Container, BMOU (3)

**Hapag-Lloyd**

ATH17733  N RTR 20' Reefer Container, HLXU (3)

**PROTOTYPE AND BACKGROUND INFO:**

20ft refrigerated containers such as these are commonly used for the transportation of temperature-sensitive products. Constructed mostly of aluminum, the container’s walls also incorporate thick insulation to help maintain a controlled temperature.

**MODEL FEATURES:**

- Highly-detailed, injection-molded body
- Decorated models fully-assembled and ready to run out of the package
- Blister packaging for easy viewing
- Reefer unit to match prototype

**$33.98 SRP**